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L'archive ouverte pluridisciplinaire HAL, est destinée au dépôt età la diffusion de documents scientifiques de niveau recherche, publiés ou non, emanant desétablissements d'enseignement et de recherche français ouétrangers, des laboratoires publics ou privés. [1, 2] where n = r/r. Thus But it is well known that this method does not work since the sum over all velocities Vk in equation (4) diverges strongly at large distances : Each velocity then decays only as I/distance, and the sum is threedimensional. Thus a different method has to be used. « Batchelor renormalization » uses the following trick [1] . If we complete equation (3) by this flow field describes also the motion of the sphere itself. And the integral of this vk(r) over the whole volume of the fixed vessel has to vanish exactly since for every volume element which goes down another volume element goes up. (Equations (3), (5) violate this condition; they neglect effects from the walls [4] and from the other spheres. We expect these corrections to be less important for the short-range flow fields employed below.) The same is true for the total velocity field produced by all spheres in the dispersion. Thus for a completely homogeneous distribution of spheres the sum over k in equation (4) By averaging over 104 configurations we find the sedimentation velocity V s in this approximation. The velocity correction J is now the sum over N different fields at the origin, as given by equations (3), (5) . We put randomly one sphere centre into the hole, and then put another sphere into the same hole by using different random numbers. When this last sphere overlapped with the previous sphere it is thrown away, and a new position is searched randomly. This simple process was repeated until N spheres had their centre in the hole of radius 2 R, without overlapping with each other.
If Jo is the average velocity produced at the hole centre by the N spheres if they all fall down with velocity Vo, then J = Jo Vs/V 0 is the velocity correction if they fall with speed Vs. Thus equation (6b) (Though N is fluctuating for a given c we relate it to c simply by c = NI 8.) This crude Monte-Carlo simulation neglects that particularly at high concentrations the many other spheres in the dispersion push the N spheres closer to the centre and that slightly outside the whole of radius 2 R the density of spheres is higher than the average. Assuming again the positions of the spheres in the (dilute) dispersion to be well approximated by the hard-sphere correlation function, we now employ a better method by using the published [6] pair correlation function g(r), normalized to [1] . If strong clumping occurs the sedimentation velocity might even be higher than Vo, even in dilute dispersions [4] .
In summary, our figure gives a simple overall approximation and not a systematic perturbation theory valid exactly in certain limits.
